
The Chinook Indian Nation-whose ancestors lived along both shores of the 
lower Columbia River, as well as north and south along the Pacific coast at the 
river’s mouth-continue to reside near traditional lands. Because of its nonrec-
ognized status, the Chinook Indian Nation often faces challenges in its efforts to 
claim and control cultural heritage and its own history and to assert a right to 
place on the Columbia River.

Chinook Resilience is a collaborative ethnography of how the Chinook Indian Na-
tion, whose land and heritage are under assault, continues to move forward and 
remain culturally strong and resilient. Jon Daehnke focuses on Chinook partici-
pation in archaeological projects and sites of public history as well as the tribe’s 
role in the revitalization of canoe culture in the Pacific Northwest. This lived and 
embodied enactment of heritage, one steeped in reciprocity and protocol rather 
than documentation and preservation of material objects, offers a tribally rele-
vant, forward-looking, and decolonized approach for the cultural resilience and 
survival of the Chinook Indian Nation, even in the face of federal nonrecognition.

“A valuable example of collaborative research that is intellectually rigorous and 
grounded in academic debate but also engaged with pressing contemporary 
issues and sensitive to the needs of Indigenous peoples.”
—Andrew H. Fisher, Margaret L. Hamilton Chair of History, The College of  
William and Mary

“Chinook Resilience shows the profound effects colonialism has had on contem-
porary Chinook affairs and how-intentional or not-colonialism has shaped the 
meanings of ‘heritage’ as expressed in the public arena and in the tribe itself.”
—Robert Boyd, coeditor of Chinookan Peoples of the Lower Columbia
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